57 things to do during the 57th Eurovision Song Contest in Baku
Watch a fountain
dance in Azadlig
Square
Start your morning
healthy; bike on the
seaside boulevard

2

Go on a horseback
ride on the beach

Eat Jorat gutab
(Azerbaijani
national
fast food) in
Novkhani

Enjoy a bird’s
eye-view of Baku
from the “360”
bar on the top
floor of the Hilton
hotel

Drink tea in one
of Baku’s chaykhanas (tea
houses)

8

Order the Shaki piti
(a traditional dish)
in a ceramic pot at a
local restaurant

Take a hike to
Abadi Mashal
(Eternal fire), the
highest point of
Baku

Learn to play
backgammon the
Azerbaijani way

4

Attend a performance of
the Leyli & Majnun opera

10
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12

11

Feed your musical
soul - attend a
Mugham concert

Get romantic - take a boat ride in
the Baku bay

13

See one of the best collections
of ancient carpets in the world
at the Carpet Museum

14

Feel the spirit of
ancient Azerbaijani
kings - visit the Palace of Shirvanshahs

Experience
Azerbaijani
hospitality
at a local
wedding

16

Rock the night away with a local
band at the Otto Pub

17
Visit the Aqua
Park in one of
the beach-side
attractions

Visit Atashgah, an ancient
Zoroastrian temple

Make your wishes
come true - pass
through the Wishing
Stone in Gobustan
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Experience a real eastern bazaar
– visit Teze bazar

Leave a mark:
plant a tree in
Baku

20

21
23

25
27

Make your breakfast
unforgettable – eat
traditional Azerbaijani
khash at 6 am

6

24

Try local kebab
and see how
delicious meat
can taste

Go on a stroll along
the streets of the Old
City (Ichari Shahar)

Take a ride on the Baku subway
– see the underground Baku

22

Get your groove on
- learn to dance like
an Azerbaijani

Relax in a karaoke bar and
sing an Azerbaijani song

28
Enjoy authentic
Azerbaijani jazz
– a marriage
of eastern and
western musical
cultures
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31

30

Dose up on
antioxidants - drink
freshly squeezed
pomegranate juice

Pose for a photo with
the statue of a girl putting her lipstick on in
the Fountains Square

Climb to the
top of the
Maiden Tower
to admire the
unique view of
Baku and the
Caspian Sea

29

32

33

Buy yourself a
carpet with your
own portrait

34

Go 10,000 years
back into history
- visit Gobustan
Rock Arts (a
UNESCO World
Heritage Site)

Enjoy a combination of the
forest and the sea - spend a
night in Nabran

Go crazy
with local
youth at a
glamorous
club party

Follow in the footsteps of the
locals - take a walk through
Torgovaya (Nizami Street) and
the Fountains Square

37
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Take a ride
on the
Funicular
Go to a hamam
for a traditional
peeling massage

38

36
35
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Visit the Yanardagh
(fire mountain) at
night and watch the
eternal flames

40

39

Watch the stunning sunrise on
the coast of the
Caspian Sea

Visit the Museum of
Modern Art

41

42

44

Learn two key phrases “Salam”
(Hello) and “Sag ol” (Thank you /
Goodbye / Cheers!)

Watch a
concert in
the openair Green
Theatre

47

Learn where
the Nobels
made their millions - visit the
home museum
of the Nobel
brothers
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45

Add an Azerbaijani touch to
your image - color your hair with
henna –traditional Azerbaijani
hair-dye

49

How about
fishing in the
Caspian?

48

Be a fashionist – buy
a kalagayi scarf

43

Indulge yourself
with delicious
ice-cream

No need to go to
Mars – pay a visit to
mud volcanoes
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Sample local draft beers with
salty fish and boiled peas

52

Get into the Eurovision
Spirit - get a tattoo with the
Eurovision 2012 logo

53

Feel like a merchant on the
Silk Road – relax on cushions
smoking a hookah at the
caravanserai

Feel the need for
speed? Go to a
carting race

Taste the world-famous caviar of
the Caspian Sea

55

Play chess in the Baku Seaside
Boulevard with real World War II
veterans

51

50

Fall in love like an
Azeri - passionately and
wholeheartedly

56

57
Light Your Fire at
the best show in
Europe!!!
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